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Lots of views is great news
With a reputation for coming together and making things 
happen, it’s perhaps no surprise that the recently distributed 
capercaillie questionnaire for Carrbridge residents was 
completed and returned by a fantastic total of 247 residents.

This means that any decision made using the data from the 
questionnaire is representative of the community 19 times 
out of 20, plus or minus 5%. This is something of a gold 
standard in social science research and hugely important 
from a community point of view. 

Where decisions are to be made about saving the local 
capercaillie population from extinction it’s essential that your 
voices are heard to influence decision making. Thank you to 
everybody who took the time to complete the questionnaire 
and carefully consider the many (many!) questions. 

Since the completed questionnaires have been collected in 
and data crunching has begun, the Carrbridge Capercaillie 
Community Working Group have spent two full days working 
with Dr Alistair Bath and Monica Engel discussing related

issues and how to move the community and the working 
group towards understanding and addressing the key issues. 
The group will meet again on 3 and 4 November to progress 
this work and wish to share the preliminary results from the 
questionnaire with the community at the event below ...........
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What are the community’s views about capercaillie?

Join Dr Alistair Bath and Monica Engel 
on Sunday 3 November,  7pm - 8.30pm 
in the Carrbridge Hotel. 

Come and hear how your responses 
compared to your neighbours and those 
of other Carrbridge residents.  Learn 
the science behind the questions you 
answered and where we go from here. 



Genetic health check underway
Inbreeding is a real issue for species on the brink of extinction, 
including our endangered capercaillie. Although females 
move around to avoid inbreeding, with so few capercaillie left 
the odds of a female mating with a relative are greater.

To help determine how much of an issue this is, this month 
marks the start of a mammoth task extracting the DNA 
from over 800 capercaillie feathers. Found by a beady-eyed 
army, including keepers, rangers, foresters and stalkers, all 
of whom responded to a rally cry earlier this year to pick up 
capercaillie feathers from across the Park. 

Once the DNA has been extracted from the feathers it will 
be biobanked ready for analysis. We can then work out how 
genetically diverse the capercaillie population is in the Park 
and use this information to guide further action to help save 
our capercaillie from extinction.

The next practical work session is on:              
Friday 8 November, 10am - 4pm
For more information please contact Emma:  
07773 475 559 / emmarawling@cairngorms.co.uk

Woodland work parties
A fantastic team of volunteers have now donated over 200 
hours of their time undertaking practical tasks in the woods 
around Carrbridge to help capercaillie. The work sessions 
are led by Emma, the Carrbridge Capercaillie Community 
Ranger. All tools and equipment are provided, so all you need 
are sensible clothes, sturdy footwear and enthusiasm for a 
bit of graft and lots of fresh air.

High tech hens
Each carrying a radio tracker installed by the Game and 
Wildlife Conservation Trust (GWCT), three local capercaillie 
hens have formed part of a research project this year to help 
us learn more about their movements and the challenges 
they face. 

Once the hens had nested, wildlife cameras were also used 
to provide more information about incubation, hatching and 
the causes of nests failing. Through this research a pine 
marten was witnessed eating all the eggs in one hen’s nest. 
The chicks of the second hen went missing at one week 
old. And the third hen travelled over 20 miles to find a mate 
before returning to the local area to nest and lay five eggs. 
Of that clutch two chicks made it and were last seen in the 
relative safety of branches. 

 A capercaillie chick in June

Bad news for broods
Building on GWCT’s radio tracking research, a number 
of capercaillie breeding areas around Carrbridge and 
Kinveachy have recently been surveyed to find out how 
successful the local capercaillie population have been in 
breeding and raising their young. Working under licence and 
using highly trained dogs to help them, the professionals who 
undertook the surveys are experts in finding and counting 
capercaillie females and their dependent young. 

After such a cold, wet summer it was anticipated that very 
few young would have made it this year due to the increased 
risk of starvation and hypothermia. Sadly the results from the 
brood surveys confirm that it has been a bad year. In total no 
hens were found with chicks in the woods around Carrbridge 
and less than one chick per hen was found in the Kinveachy 
area. Low productivity is a known issue for capercaillie, but 
the results of this years local brood surveys are the lowest 
and most concerning for decades. 
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Capercaillie feathers posted to the project


